Rolling Frames Film Society announces its third editionRolling Frames International Film Summit 2015
Rolling Frames Film Summit 2015 is expected to be the biggest, brightest and the grandest
edition ever
Leading personalities from the film fraternity such as Legendary Director, T S Nagabharana,
Ankur Bhasin, Producer of Karnataka’s first 3D animated movie and B.Suresh, Kannada Movie
Producer & TV serial Director, Leighton Ernsberger, Director of Skills, British Council will grace the
event with their presence
Bengaluru, 16th October, 2015: Rolling Frames Film Society today announced the third edition of
one of the biggest international film summits in India, Rolling Frames Film Summit 2015. The
society will be hosting an International Film Festival, art exhibition, seminars, master classes,
pitching forums as well as award ceremonies on the 24th and 25th of October 2015 at Manpho
Convention Center, Bangalore.
The 2015 edition promises to be even bigger and better, taking place at the largest screening
venue in Bangalore, India, with a potential of accommodating around 3500 people. The summit is
focused on providing learning experience for short filmmakers in their journey towards becoming
feature length filmmakers and helping them to fine-tune their art. Rolling Frames Film Summit
2015 has already got participation from over 51 countries, 1000 films.
Speaking on the occasion, Harsha Setty, Founder President of Rolling Frames Film Summit said
“Recently we have witnessed many talented and aspiring filmmakers who have showcased some
of the most excellent and brilliant short films and documentaries and through this unique initiative
we seek to encourage these budding filmmakers. Through our programme ‘Pitching Forum’ we
intend to select some of the potential film makers and fund their future projects. This year, we
are expecting a much more vibrant and interactive experience for all the viewers and the
participants with plethora of subjects and styles projected by various talented filmmakers in India
and abroad.”
Also available at the Film Summit will be prominent personalities like Imtiaz Ali, Biren Ghose,
Swapna Jare, Sandeep Marwah, Chase Bowman, Dr. Sabit Subasic, Ambassador of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Meenakshi Shedde, Sanjay Chauhan, Anup Bandari, Namrata Rao, Ricky Kej, Aneez
Basmee, Neeraj Patak, Yogiraj Bhat, Yunus Bukhari, Shiladitya Bora etc.
“I am honoured to be associated with such an esteemed Summit. I strongly believe that there are
many budding film makers who have the capability to reach to the next level and all they require
is a little nudge to reach there. Rolling Frames Film Summit 2015 is one such platform for that
provides the sort of exposure and guidance these artists deserve. They get an opportunity to
interact with world renowned artists and gain insight into the art of film making,” said Legendary
Kannada Film Director, T S Nagabharana.

This year, the summit will see some of the Bafta, Grammy, Filmfare and National award winning
directors, producers, cinematographers, editors, supervisors, screenplay/script writers and visual
effects experts as speakers and mentors catering to film enthusiasts, aspiring film makers, talented
artists, students of various institutes, kids and foreign nationals. In addition to this,
Grammy/BAFTA award winners as well as the business heads of production houses and studios
will also participating in the event.
About Rolling Frames Film Society:
Rolling Frames Film Society (affiliated to The Federation of Film Societies of India) is a Bangalore
based non-profit registered Society formed for anyone or everyone who are film professionals or
film enthusiasts. It is primarily designed to help facilitate networking among Professionals from
the Film/ Animation/ VFX Industry, Students/ Staff from – Film Institutes/ Media/ Journalism/ Fine
Arts Colleges/ Animation Institutes, and Film enthusiasts. The society also hosts and supports film/
animation related events.
For more information, contact:
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